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Preface 
 
Dear Participants, 
 
Confronted with the ever-increasing complexity of technical processes and the growing demands on their 
efficiency, security and flexibility, the scientific world needs to establish new methods of engineering design and 
new methods of systems operation. The factors likely to affect the design of the smart systems of the future will 
doubtless include the following: 
• As computational costs decrease, it will be possible to apply more complex algorithms, even in real 
time. These algorithms will take into account system nonlinearities or provide online optimisation of the 
system’s performance. 
• New fields of application will be addressed. Interest is now being expressed, beyond that in “classical” 
technical systems and processes, in environmental systems or medical and bioengineering applications. 
• The boundaries between software and hardware design are being eroded. New design methods will 
include co-design of software and hardware and even of sensor and actuator components. 
• Automation will not only replace human operators but will assist, support and supervise humans so 
that their work is safe and even more effective. 
• Networked systems or swarms will be crucial, requiring improvement of the communication within 
them and study of how their behaviour can be made globally consistent. 
• The issues of security and safety, not only during the operation of systems but also in the course of 
their design, will continue to increase in importance. 
The title “Computer Science meets Automation”, borne by the 52nd International Scientific Colloquium (IWK) at 
the Technische Universität Ilmenau, Germany, expresses the desire of scientists and engineers to rise to these 
challenges, cooperating closely on innovative methods in the two disciplines of computer science and 
automation. 
The IWK has a long tradition going back as far as 1953. In the years before 1989, a major function of the 
colloquium was to bring together scientists from both sides of the Iron Curtain. Naturally, bonds were also 
deepened between the countries from the East. Today, the objective of the colloquium is still to bring 
researchers together. They come from the eastern and western member states of the European Union, and, 
indeed, from all over the world. All who wish to share their ideas on the points where “Computer Science meets 
Automation” are addressed by this colloquium at the Technische Universität Ilmenau. 
All the University’s Faculties have joined forces to ensure that nothing is left out. Control engineering, 
information science, cybernetics, communication technology and systems engineering – for all of these and their 
applications (ranging from biological systems to heavy engineering), the issues are being covered.  
Together with all the organizers I should like to thank you for your contributions to the conference, ensuring, as 
they do, a most interesting colloquium programme of an interdisciplinary nature. 
I am looking forward to an inspiring colloquium. It promises to be a fine platform for you to present your 
research, to address new concepts and to meet colleagues in Ilmenau. 
 
 
 
 
 
Professor Peter Scharff     Professor Christoph Ament  
Rector, TU Ilmenau             Head of Organisation 
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Tool Support for Formal System Verification
Abstract
The design of complex real time systems requires verification within all stages of
the development process. To ensure quality already in early design stages, formal ver-
ification has to be conducted on high abstraction levels and for potentially incomplete
system definitions. In this paper we present an approach to formally verify the tempo-
ral behaviour of simulation models by introducing a tool chain based upon the system
design environment MLDesigner and the verification tool UPPAAL.
1 Introduction
The design process of a complex embedded system aims to construct the right system in
a correct way. To build the right system means to integrate the expected behaviour related
to the users needs. This is ensured by simulation based validation [1]. For a system to be
correct means, it is free of faults in a way, that specified properties can be ensured. This can
be proved by formal verification [2].
Design Tool +
Constraint Language
(e.g. MLDesigner)
Transformation
Tool
Verification
Tool
(e.g. UPPAAL)
XML
Timed
Automata
Result
Result
Fig. 1: Verification Flow
Today simulation based validation is applied on sys-
tem level, whereas verification is applied on implemen-
tation or block level. There are no techniques available
to prove temporal properties in a high level validation
model. A complete verification can only be conducted, if
block level implementations are available. For example,
SystemC is often proposed to be used for system level
specifications. However, verification is either conducted
dynamically, during simulations, or formally for SystemC
models, for which RTL1 code generation is possible. By
the knowledge of the authors formal verification and con-
straint verification is not possible for generalized SystemC
models.
To overcome this gap, we present a constraint driven
approach to verify system level properties in early design
stages. The verification flow realized in our work is de-
picted in Figure 1. The simulation model is supplemented
with formal constraint information. Then this validation model is transformed into a verifica-
tion model, which is used as input for a verification tool. Results from the verification tool
can be back-annotated into the simulation model.
This paper is organized as follows. First related work is presented. Then we describe the
verification flow and the transformation tool in detail. The paper ends with our conclusions
and an outlook to the future work.
1Register Transfer Language
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2 Related Work
Based on the requirements identified and proposals made in [3] an approach for verifying a
system model’s temporal properties has been developed. As proposed, a structured constraint
language has been defined and the transformation of time constraint expressions to systems
of timed automata has been developed and implemented in [4]. By exploring the state-space
of resulting automata the verification of the time constraints can be conducted. The tool
UPPAAL is supposed to be utilized for this verification.
Two approaches for designing the systems have been considered, using MLDesigner discrete
event models, as proposed in [3], or UML activity, sequence and state diagrams, as proposed
in [4]. The tool presented in this paper has implemented the MLD-based approach.
2.1 System Modelling
MLDesigner [5] is a tool based on the ideas of the Ptolemy project [6]. System models can
be easily created by using existing customizable functional blocks and connecting them. New
blocks can be created using the Ptolemy Language, a facility to describe functional blocks
in terms of C++ code fragments. The tool MLDesigner organizes the structural connection,
creation, execution and debugging of models. The tool provides the ability to link different
models of computation within one system. This enables to create efficient simulation models,
but limits the capabilities of implementation code generation.
According to the underlying ideas we can find a lot of similarities between SystemC 2.0 [7]
and the MLDesigner Discrete Event (DE) modelling domain. A scheduler is used to organize
the execution (simulation) of functional blocks. Timing information is added to the simulation
in terms of delay. Data is exchanged using memories and/or pointers. Signals are event based,
using the scheduler to inform the functional blocks. When describing hardware, there are some
drawbacks according to hardware specific support (e.g. data types) compared to SystemC.
In our opinion MLDesigner represents the more general approach on resource and systems
modelling. Furthermore it provides powerful debugging opportunities according to the discrete
event modelling approach.
The MLD system models are optimized for fast simulation speeds. Due to these opti-
mizations (extensive use of pointers, abstract data types, simulation management, describing
functional behaviour in terms of C++ code), it is hard to extract a state model to apply
model checking techniques directly. In our approach we substitute the C++ code with tim-
ing constraints, a structured language defined in EBNF describing the behaviour based on
events, abstracting from data structures. Of course, finite state modules (domain FSM) can
be embedded in discrete event models (domain DE).
2.2 Constraint Languages
There are different ways to classify properties. One is to distinct between constraints and
assertions where constraints are limitations to both the environmental behaviour (regarding to
the inputs) and the expected system behaviour (regarding to system outputs) [8]. Another is to
state all side effect free specifications as system constraints, as done in the Object Constraint
Language (OCL) [9].
In this paper every specified behavioural property is named constraint. The role of such a
property depends on the view on the system or its fragments. A property can be expected to be
already fulfilled or asserted to be fulfilled by the current device under verification. Regarding to
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the system modelling environment depicted above, we need to specify the use of (sub)systems
within their environments. This includes to specify restrictions on inputs and outputs (safety
properties), following called specification constraints. We also need to specify behavioural
constraints between inputs and outputs, representing a (preferably minimal) subset of the
systems expected behaviour, following called implementation constraints.
2.3 Verification Approach
There exist different kinds of models, that are suited for formal verification: clocked state
models, timed automata, Petri nets, interval Petri nets, process algebra models, etc. These
models provide different possibilities to model data, synchronization and timing. On the
other side there are different, optimized internal data structures to represent state space
and algorithms to apply state traversal and property checking, e.g. BDD2 based symbolic
verification. Because of the use of zero timed events in system models, we cannot use clocked
state models. We need a state model involving timing in terms of clocks. Thus we decided to
use timed automata, providing channel based communication, a synchronizing scheme, which
is very similar to events. For verification we use the tool UPPAAL [10]. It provides a good
support and is freely available.
3 Enhanced system models
Although well suited for developing event based behavioural system models, MLDesigner
does not feature adequate means to describe the temporal behaviour of model elements [3].
So MLD model elements have to be artificially enhanced by Constraint Language expressions.
There are four different model elements to be considered for applying temporal constraints: on
one hand System, Module and FSM as complex (sub)model descriptions, on the other hand
the subordinate model element Instance, which represents a functional part inside a complex
model.
Of importance for model consistency is to keep the right perspective, when formulating the
constraint expressions for a certain model element. This concept of perspective is originated
in the design perspective of MLD, which limits the view to the elements residing in one
hierarchical level and does neither provide nor require complete knowledge of the full model
hierarchy. This has a major influence on the complexity of the event identifiers used within
the constraint expressions.
Since the functional behaviour within a system is supposed to be provided by Instance
blocks, they have to carry implementation constraint expressions, that describe the temporal
dependencies between their input and output signals. The perspective is thereby limited to
the boundaries of the particular instance.
The System and Modules as complex system definitions contain instances and their rela-
tions. The perspective is a local perspective set to the system’s own hierarchical level, so the
constraints expressed on this level have to be specifications related to the (sub)system’s inner
signals. Concerning verification the necessity may arise to make assertions on the occurrence
of any signal from any instance on any subsystem level. So, for the System an additional
global perspective needs to be defined, which exceeds the MLD provided view and requires
knowledge of the complete model hierarchy. Here global specification constraints have to
be formulated, that refer to signals throughout all model hierarchy levels.
2binary decision diagram
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Fig. 2: MLD model elements and constraints
An FSM block contains an automaton structure (states and transitions). The perspective
is limited to the boundaries of the FSM. The internal behaviour of an FSM depends on the
states, so the FSM implementation constraints timing the state transitions are stored there.
Transitions contribute to the internal behaviour by featuring conditions and actions - expressing
the dependence of the transition from input events on one hand and the dependence of output
events from transitions on the other.
The MLD modelling paradigm enables a once defined module or primitive to be instantiated
in systems or modules various times on different hierarchy levels. Since the transformation
produces a flat model, system wide unique identifiers have to be introduced. The concept
of distinct constraint perspectives combined with respectively enhanced event identifiers eases
the element handling and prevents conflicts on the resulting single system level.
4 The tool MLD2UPPAAL
The tool MLD2UPPAAL conducts the transformation from the enhanced MLD model to the
UPPAAL timed automata system by passing three main conversion stages. Two intermediate
model formalisms have been developed to support the transformation and provide a basis for
different model manipulations. A summary of this workflow is shown in Figure 3.
MLD2UPPAAL
transformation
Stage IIIStage I Stage II
IMLD
model
MLD
model
files
*.mml
MLD
model
files
*.mml
MLD
model
files
UPPAAL
system
files
ICS
modelImport
View/
Edit
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Model
Check
Export
ML
Designer
system
editor
UPPAAL
verifier
Fig. 3: MLD2UPPAAL workflow
Since an MLD model features a hierarchical structure, the model and each subsystem and
element definitions are stored in separate files. In the first processing stage a given set of model
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files, including the top level system file and all referenced files, are imported into an Intermediate
MLD Model (IMLD) instance. Main purpose of this intermediate formalism is to join the MLD
system and subsystem definitions into one model while maintaining the hierarchy information.
At this stage the application allows varying the level of hierarchy resolution and the revision
of the constraint expressions. As the workflow indicates, the original model definition is kept
consistent to the intermediate models by backpropagating content changes. The second stage
converts the intermediate MLD model into an instance of the Intermediate Constraint System
Model (ICSM). During this conversion the system structure is flattened, which results in the
substitution of all subsystems according to whether they are to be resolved or not. Unresolved
subsystems are treated as simple instance blocks with implementation constraints, whereas
resolved subsystems instances are replaced by their inner structure and local specification
constraints to provide assertions about that system partition. The ICS model notation allows
the check of syntactic and semantic constraint consistency in consideration of the concept
of perspective mentioned above. Once the check is completed successfully, the ICS model is
transformed to timed automata using UPPAAL templates to map the constraint properties.
An UPPAAL-compliant XML-notation is stored in model and query files, that serve as input
for the UPPAAL verifier.
The tool is implemented as a Java application, that appears as shown in Figure 4, and was
successfully tested against selected examples.
Fig. 4: MLD2UPPAAL screenshot
5 Conclusions and future work
By introducing the temporal constraint language and applying it to MLDesigner system
models we showed the possibility to add formally verifiable properties to models with high
degrees of abstraction. The tool implemented in this work’s context gives an example of
how to bridge the gap between design and verification formalisms. Since it has been derived
from the application framework introduced in [11], a customization to various design sources
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and verification targets is easily possible. The given transformation of constraints to UPPAAL
automata can be easily extended by adding custom templates. Currently we are going to apply
our verification method to a number of design models to validate and benchmark it regarding
model complexity. Using completely formally interpretable simulation models will make the
models more directly verifiable and thus reduce the amount of additional information to be
supplied in form of constraints. An according approach concerning extended finite temporal
properties has already been presented in [12].
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